Abstract-IGA(IsoGeometric Analysis) is developed to integrate the CAD and FEA process. If the union operator is applied in the CAD process, the overlapped parts should be trimmed to carry out the analysis. Therefore, to keep the integration precision on the trimmed patches, some timeconsuming algorithms should be applied. In this paper, an IIPG (incomplete interior penalty method) is applied to solve the elasticity problems defined on the overlapped domains. With this method, the time-consuming integration processes on the trimmed patches are avoided.
INTRODUCTION
The Isogeometric Analysis (IGA ,Hughes et al. [1] - [4] ) is developed to eliminate the gap between the CAD and FEA. It applies the same basis to describe both the geometries and the unknown fields. With IGA, the geometries are kept unchanged exactly [4] , [5] in the refinement process. Now, IGA has been successfully applied to solve many physical problems, such as the elasticity, the electromagnetism, the fluid-structure interaction, and the shape and topological optimization problems. In the CAD modeling process, designers often use the Boolean operators to create new geometries. When the union operator is applied on some overlapped parts to create new CAD models, some of the IGA methods [6] - [8] need to concern the integration precision on the trimmed parts, because the Boolean operations (union, subtraction and intersection) are based on the trimming algorithms. Usually, the integration schemes on the trimmed patches are time consuming. Recently, other IGA methods, for example the Additive Schwarz Domain Decomposition Method (ASDDM [9] ) and IGAODG [10] , are developed, and these methods avoid the integrations on the trimmed patches when the union operation is applied. This paper follows the works of [10] and presents an IGA IIPG method to solve the elasticity problems on the overlapped domains. IIPG is one of the DG methods. Simply speaking, for the boundary value problem
in which the non-overlapped domain is meshed with quadrilateral elements ( h T in Figure I ), the IIPG of problem错误!未找到引用源。 reads as: 
In(3), the first two items are naturally brought by the integration by parts formula. If we directly penalize the C 0 -and C 1 -continuities between the overlapped elements with the same coefficients, we can construct the IIPG method for the overlapped domains.
In this paper, the above mentioned concept is introduced into IGA to solve the elasticity problems defined on the overlapped patches. After the introductions in section I, we briefly introduce the concept of IGA and give some requisite notations for overlapped patches in section II. In section III, we create the discretization scheme for the elasticity equations. In section IV, the convergence property is tested numerically. Finally, the paper is summarized in section V.
II. IGA AND SOME NOTATIONS

A. On a Single Patch
In the following discussions, the hat '^' is used to indicate that a function or a space is defined on the parametric domain. Between the parametric patch P and the physical patch P , a NURBS-based geometry can be seen as a map: F P P  . Therefore, a discrete function space on the physical patch can be defined with 
Functions in ( ) K h S P may be non-zero out of an element K . We use the definition (5) to avoid discussing different continuities of basis between elements. For example, some Bspline basis may be continuous between elements, while the Bezier functions are discontinuous between elements.
B. On United Patches
We suppose that a parametric patch P is precisely meshed into a collection of elementsˆ( ) { } 
We also suppose that the meshes h T andˆh T are quasiuniform, so that we can use a single symbol h to represents the sizes of both meshes.
If the patches are overlapped, we need three kinds of boundary collections as defined in (6) 
On the overlapped mesh, we define space ( ) 
Similarly, we define a discrete space ( ) ( )
On the boundary i K  , for a scalar function ( )
If no ambiguity exists, we directly reuse the symbol ( ) III. DISCRETIZATION SCHEME
In this section, we mainly consider the following linear elasticity problem on domains that are equipped with the ideal, uniform and isotropic materials. 
In equation (9) , the stress tensor ( ) u  is defined by
With the Young's modulus E and the Poisson's ratio , the Lame's constants  and  in (10) are defined by , (1 )( 1 2 ) 2(1 )
For simply introduction, we assume the Lame's constants  and  are equals to one. In equation (10), the strain tensor
For the non-overlapped case, the IIPG for the problem (9) reads as 
Secondly, on an interior boundary e we have 
